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The relationships between cultural studies and the mainstream social sciences and humanities have too often been painted in existing literature in more negative terms than warranted. This is understandable, when we consider the polemical nature of many of such discussion in the early formation of cultural studies in different countries, and the intense competition for increasingly scarce resources within the academy. In the following I will discuss a paradox.

Although by no means a 'pre-requisite', a strong tradition in the social sciences and humanities both provides a necessary foundation for the formation and growth of a rigorous cultural studies, and becomes its main intellectual critics. The conventional disciplines are cultural studies' significant others; both its challenging partners and helpful opposites.

To show how important such a paradox can be in Indonesia, an brief outline of the critically constructive relations between cultural studies and the mainstream social sciences and humanities in the ‘West’ is helpful. This detour

1 This essay is a slightly edited version of a paper presented at the Indonesia International Cultural Studies Conference, Trawas, 3-5 February 2003, co-hosted by Universitas Indonesia and Universitas Kristen Petra. The author is grateful for the organizing committee for the privilege to take part in it.

2 This is a convenient, though tricky, shorthand for North America, Western Europe, and Australia. Of
is necessary for the second part, where I will highlight what is distinctive about doing cultural studies in Indonesia in comparison with its counterparts in the ‘West’. This has to do with the character of Indonesian social sciences, and its universities’ commitment to utilitarian values as a matter of policy. I close this discussion by identifying specific areas of interest where cultural studies in Indonesia can make critical contribution to the wider intellectual endeavor of its kind. These areas are, for want of better terms, the nation-wide political violence, the recent rise of religious politics, and the unprecedented vibrancy of a new generation of pop cultures.

**Intellectual legacies and antagonism**

As already noted by many, there is a wide diversity of cultural studies in several countries in the West. What we can do here is necessarily a crude simplification. Notwithstanding their diversity, in most cases cultural studies finds its birthplace within the pre-existing, and relatively strong establishment of one or several conventional schools in the social sciences and the humanities. The relationships between cultural studies and the mainstream academic disciplines in many ‘Anglo-American’ settings are evidently complex and dynamic, oscillating between hostility and mutual nourishment.

In more than few situations, cultural studies came into existence following a strong dissatisfaction with the mainstream social sciences and humanities. Despite this common antagonistic history, rarely can cultural studies deny its indebtedness to the intellectual traditions of that mainstream scholarship that precedes it. The creative dynamics and divisions within schools of thought (e.g. Marxism) or university departments (e.g. English, philosophy, anthropology, or history) gave birth to many cultural studies across nations in the West.

Phrases like ‘multi-disciplinary’, ‘trans-disciplinary’, ‘cross-disciplinary’, ‘inter-disciplinary’, or even ‘anti-disciplinary’ are so often invoked to characterize the enterprise called cultural studies. These designations, or slogans, bear witness to a close and yet ambiguous relationship between cultural studies and these schools, as much as they express cultural studies’ anxiety and sense of insecurity. As such, they do not remarkably differ from the positions of women studies, development studies, or area (e.g. Asian) studies in the preceding two decades in many of these countries. All these emergent intellectual endeavors are not independent enough of the established disciplines (thus the need to self-identify in relation to ‘disciplines’), but at the same time they articulate the desire to assert a difference, to transcend, and break free of them (thus the hyphenated modifier).

Although the enthusiasm and dedication of its individual pioneers have shown impressive results (as attested to by the sizeable portion of Routledge’s list of publications), the general response of scholars and administrators in many universities to date has been mixed at best, and hostile at worst. Notwithstanding their successful growth and achievements of their advocates, the diverse cultural studies are not equally well-entrenched institutionally. When universities suffer financial difficulties, cultural studies often falls victim to an institutional ‘restructuring’.

The launch of the International Journal of Cultural Studies was not warmly welcome in a review in The New York Times Review of Books in 1999. Indonesia’s first international conference of cultural studies was held in February 2003, just months after practitioners across the globe were astounded by the abrupt closure of the Department of Cultural Studies and Sociology at the University of Birmingham, leaving its 43 postgraduate students and more than 200 undergraduates stranded. The school has often been regarded in Indonesia and beyond as the birth place of the world’s cultural studies (see Webster 2002).

I mentioned the situation above only to suggest that the difference between cultural studies in the rich, liberal, and industrialized ‘West’ and the ‘rest’ is not between a well-respected establishment versus its poor imitation. The precarious status of cultural studies is as universal as the dedication of its few and staunch practitioners. One of the things that distinguishes cultural studies in places like Indonesia from those in the ‘West’ is the lack of a long and strong consolidated tradition in the social sciences and humanities. It is a cultural studies with no ‘significant others’. The consequences are very serious.

Elsewhere a long and established intellectual tradition in the social sciences and humanities—even the more conservative ones—often become helpful critics in the formative years of cultural studies. They occasionally fail to understand, let alone appreciate, the concerns of cultural studies, but then in such event cultural studies cannot simply dismiss or ignore even misplaced criticisms. Needless to say there are the more open-minded and well-informed critics who have actually helped cultural studies students to improve and mature.

For instance, one recurring criticism is that ‘cultural studies’ is just old wine in a new bottle; it does nothing new as its advocates often claim. Such criticism argues that major claims and preoccupations in cultural studies have in fact been part and parcel of classical thoughts in the social sciences or the humanities but somehow get lost, marginalized, or forgotten in contemporary practice. Such criticism is healthy and can be productive when a strong foundation of classical social sciences and humanities have existed and continue to be widely available for re-examination and debate.

Even if the above criticism holds some truth, it does not immediately render cultural studies redundant. The criticism does not readily explain why selected treasured elements of the social sciences could have been ‘lost, marginalized, or forgotten’ in today’s mainstream practice; or why it takes the so-called cultural studies to revive them at this particular point of history. One critic observes that ‘cultural studies happens when a literature professor wander into the territory of sociologists without a map’ (Wolfe 1996:489). Leaving its exaggerating overtones, I sympathize with the statement’s call for cultural studies to pay adequate attention to the established social sciences before dismissing or abandoning them wholesale as something obsolete and politically incorrect.

Disenchantment with Marxism and the New Left among their former followers are partly responsible for the early emergence of cultural studies in places like Great Britain and France. Cultural studies with Marxist intellectual legacies is usually in a better position to maintain sensitivity to the broader contexts of specific issues under discussion, and to the imbalanced power relations in discussion of complex, subtle, textual, interpretative and ambiguous subject matter. Many who disavowed fundamental tenets of Marxism have usually done so without losing awareness of the implications of their decision, distinguishing themselves from those who pursue similar intellectual endeavor in non-Marxist perspectives.

Indeed another common criticism of cultural studies is its occasionally apolitical edge. In the eyes of such critics, selected practices of
cultural studies have been disappointingly too self-reflexive, indeterminate, playful, esoterically erudite, or supportive of the currently reigning neo-liberalism. My concern here does not pertain to political correctness, but to a kind of intellectual deficiency when cultural studies grows in an environment with no serious challenges from the social sciences and humanities, regardless whether or not the latter have particular ideological inclinations.

In Indonesia and its several neighboring countries, Marxism has been officially declared as one of the nation's top enemies. This does not preclude practitioners of cultural studies in Indonesia from getting acquitted with inherited or smuggled fragments of Marxist writings. The zealous anti-communist, anti-leftist, and anti-populist measures of the New Order government of Indonesia (1966-98) provoked a series of backlash (see Heryanto 1999). The spirit of intellectual activism that comes with cultural studies at these formative years has made it easy for its practitioners to sympathize with, if not romanticize, legacies of Marxist thoughts and slogans. There is no way, however, to compare all these underground activities in Indonesia with the more rigorous Marxist intellectual engagements as taking root not only in the liberal West, but also in countries like India or the Philippines, and perhaps Thailand.

The New Order government's restrictions, with considerable support from the general public, are not wholly responsible for the near total absence of Marxist perspectives in Indonesia. In no less profound ways this has also been attributable to the long tradition of 'Indonesian studies' conducted outside Indonesia, by Indonesians and non-Indonesians alike. Foreign scholarship (mainly Dutch and American) that has made crucial contribution to the formation of Indonesian social sciences and humanities has largely been unfamiliar or unfriendly with class-based theoretical insights.

The only exception of any significance is the foreign works come from Australia in the 1970s-1980s, especially in politico-economics. The latter, unfortunately, has been usually hostile to any studies on culture, and disappointing when dealing with the issues of cultural politics more generally.

The social sciences and humanities, of course, are not reducible to Marxism and its derivatives, although the latter have constituted one of the most salient components of the former as well as of cultural studies. It is worth recalling that even in the West, where Marxism once enjoyed a prominent status, and where cultural studies fare much better than elsewhere, Marxism has increasingly become 'sugar-free, low-cholesterol, no-fat, decaffeinated Marxism lite' (Michael Bérubé cited in Wolfe 1996: 492). I do not want to overstate the importance of Marxism or any of its derivatives. But I do maintain the importance of a strong intellectual tradition in the social sciences and humanities to the growth of cultural studies.

Indonesia's universities and intellectual activism

The problematic status of Indonesia's social sciences and the humanities is well noted by locals, but especially by those who have access to, and can make comparisons with the situations elsewhere (see Nordholt and Visser 1995). Less clear are the details and precise extent of such state of affairs. Few Indonesians are aware that this largest country in Southeast Asia was also the region's 'poorest educational legacy' (Booth 1999) in post-independence. Half a century later Indonesian scholarship may not have managed to upgrade its rank any better among its immediate neighbors.

Indonesian scholars and education administrators may have no problems in admitting their systematic inadequacies, as attested to by the many official pronouncements and journalistic reports and opinion columns. Unfortunately, the matter has not been examined much beyond terse commentaries and broad generalization. Their observation and laments find expression in moral, political, religious or philosophical abstraction, with little empirical data and analysis. Until recently, Indonesia's social scientists were rightfully proud to have Prisma, the most prestigious and authoritative journal of the social sciences. Ironically, while the journal published no less than six times of a special edition on education and universities, not a single article has examined the social sciences as practiced in this country. For a comparison, the Philippine counterparts have recently completed a three volume series of The Philippines Social Sciences in the Life of the Nation, published from the fourth national Social Sciences Congress in 1998.

Outside Indonesia, the so-called Indonesian studies is much more rigorous than the social sciences and humanities inside the country. Indonesian studies makes up the largest component of within Southeast Asian studies in the world's major centers of area studies. However, even here, the state and status of Indonesia's social sciences and humanities have failed to attract any serious and sustained attention of its scholars. Philanthropic foundations and foreign governments have poured in generous financial assistance in support of talented Indonesians in the social sciences and humanities, to enhance their training and the country's standards of scholarship. Strong evidence has yet to be presented to indicate that significant progress has been made in the nation's scholarship, as distinct from the career promotion of individual scholars.

I mention all the foregoing not to suggest that cultural studies is just impossible in Indonesia, or that there is completely no future for it. This is to pay respect to the formidable challenge that our colleagues in Indonesia would have to face today and in many days to come. The first Indonesia's international conference of cultural studies in Trawas (East Java) 3-5 February 2003 indicates the impressive achievements of local practitioners and supporters in overcoming some of the obstacles outlined just now. Although this alone is insufficient, it is a necessary asset for a future and more vibrant cultural studies in this country.

The foregoing also implies that any merit and success of Indonesia's cultural studies now or in the future are not readily attributable to the service of the country's social sciences and humanities. Not very different from the mainstream scholarship, the survival of Indonesia's cultural studies seem to have drawn its energy and inspiration mainly from the limited, if increased, contacts with the outside world. The 'failure' of Indonesia's social sciences and humanities in becoming critical partners to a home-grown cultural studies can be understood to have stemmed from their colonial origin that continued largely unchanged in post-independence. As common in many Asia's colonies and former colonies of Europe,
universities and education in what is now Indonesia have persistently been strongly oriented towards utilitarian goals within the framework of high modernist paradigm. To what extent these goals have been achieved is a separate issue.

As observable in Southeast Asia more generally, here the social sciences and the humanities are invariably understood by their main sponsors (colonial and independent governments) as necessary tools for their technical and practical service to facilitate the project of nation building and modernization. There is little, if at all, consideration of the social sciences' importance for their more reflective, or universalist liberal values of human emancipation. In other words, what are missing here are things that constitute the core aspirations and ambitions of modern scholarship in the Western intellectual traditions, whose delusion and crisis prompted the emergence of the early cultural studies. A great proportion of foreign scholars, both past and present, who specialize on Indonesia, and who work in collaboration with their local counterparts, tend to conform to the hegemonic notion and practice of the social sciences as applied sciences (see also McVey 1995).

This is not simply a case of straightforward manipulation of the academic institutions by the powers that be. Tertiary institutions have not always served the interests of the state and the governments of the day, and the state cannot fully afford to operate without them. There has been recurrent tensions that arise between elite factions. There have also been a constant dilemma on the part of academics between comfortable state patronage, and a desire for professional autonomy, cultivation of critical minds, and respect for moral integrity. Another point of relevance, is the importance of private schools. Due to the large and vastly diverse population plus the poor educational legacies of Dutch colonialism, the contribution of private foundations in education has been an absolute necessity. At time of writing (2003) there were 1,370 tertiary institutions in Indonesia, 293 of them universities, with 89 per cent of the latter privately run. 3

Instead of pursuing excellence in academic disciplines, or striving to catch up with their counterparts in the West, many Indonesian intellectuals are actively engaged in several non-academic, but socially-prominent issues and projects. 4 For many of them to profess social sciences implies first and foremost not pursuit of purely academic inquiry, a high abstraction of theoretical work, or excellent innovation and criticism about social life with universal significance. 5 Rather, the profession implies answering a call for engagement in social activities, ranging from largely ceremonial political and religious rituals, to those with pressing moral or existential urgency, or far-reaching and long-term consequences on their societies. The values of such engagements vary widely, and not all are necessarily progressive. Some are materially rewarding, others are life-risking.

In any case, until very recently, the diversity of such intellectual activism has not included a sympathetic, or even mixed, stance towards pop cultures. The latter was seen by many as little more than the drags of capitalist manipulation. They are morally and politically hazardous. Thus in what appears today to be embarrassingly naive arrogance, nearly all these scholars who commented on pop cultures — as in the special editions of the journal Prisma (e.g. 1997) — invariably disparaged them in their empirically-oriented and sociological narratives. One of Indonesia's prestigious newsmagazines has even allegedly belittled pop cultures and those who produce them (see Henschkel 1994).

So, while Indonesia's fledgling cultural studies find itself in a remarkably infertile intellectual ground, it is fortunate to operate in an environment where intellectual activism, critical discourses, and various myths about their merit enjoy considerable respect in public. This is common in many 'Second' and 'Third World' countries, Raymond Williams (1980:43) reminded us. One must quickly add, though, that this has been increasingly eroded since the 1990s. But it is true that the legacies of such ethos and charisma of 'public intellectuals' remain relatively strong (for more see Heryanto 2003).

This leads us to a few implications for further investigation. First, can we speak of Indonesia's cultural studies as 'multi-', 'trans-', 'cross-', or 'inter-' or 'anti-disciplinary', when no strong disciplines have yet existed here? A loner at home, Indonesia's cultural studies has to strive to maintain contacts with the trans-nationally circulated intellectual discourses and individuals. The list of Indonesian authors and titles of cultural studies works is so short, even if one includes those who do not explicitly and consciously identify themselves with cultural studies. Typically references in these local works consist of mostly foreign works which are unavailable in local university's libraries or bookshops. 6

Second, and partly for the reasons outlined above, cultural studies in Indonesia as in many other Asian locations, would have serious difficulties to operate without a mastery of English, and at a level higher than that demanded of the positivist and utilitarianist social sciences and humanities in previous decades. In the old scholarship, foreign jargons are 'empty' signifiers, 'filled' with ostensibly universally valid concepts. In cultural studies medium is the message, as Marshall McLuhan aptly dubbed it in the 1960s. Significantly, in several Anglo-phonnic universities, training in cultural studies is offered under or with special connection to the Department of English.

If the cultural studies-friendly magazine Latitudes is published in English, the reasons may be several. One of which, I suspect, has to do with ease. Is this why Kunct Cultural Studies Center has adopted the English name, when it appears to make the conscious attempt to 'popularize' its impressively dedicated works to the general public? Many Indonesians who engaged in cultural studies are reluctant to adopt the common Indonesian translation 'kajian budaya' for cultural studies. The many stilted phrases in English that scatter in the body of articles in Indonesia should come as

3 In neighboring Malaysia, private universities do not even take half of the total number (21) (Lee, 2001), and none exists in Singapore. Private universities make up 78 per cent of the total number (42) in the Philippines, but due to the generally more liberal outlook of the state and its educational apparatuses, the difference between public and private institutions matter less in comparison to the neighboring countries. Private universities make up 67 per cent of the total number (73), with the state-run Thammasat University historically being the hotbed of politically radical student movement.

5 Of late Singapore may be an exception, where international recognition for scholarly excellence, enjoys sustained and generous support from the state. However, even here the difference is not fundamental. Critically commenting on Singapore's intellectual culture, John Clammer (2001) notes Singapore's desire to 'keep up' with the track records of the world's leading universities, training in cultural studies has been heftening, but as in neighboring Indonesia, private universities make up 78 per cent of the total number (42) of the state's educational institutions in the Philippines, but due to the generally more liberal outlook of the state and its educational apparatuses, the difference between public and private institutions matter less in comparison to the neighboring countries. That private universities make up 67 per cent of the total number (73), with the state-run Thammasat University historically being the hotbed of politically radical student movement.

6 Of late Singapore may be an exception, where international recognition for scholarly excellence, enjoys sustained and generous support from the state. However, even here the difference is not fundamental. Critically commenting on Singapore's intellectual culture, John Clammer (2001) notes Singapore's desire to 'keep up' with the track records of the world's leading universities, training in cultural studies has been heftening, but as in neighboring Indonesia, private universities make up 78 per cent of the total number (42) of the state's educational institutions in the Philippines, but due to the generally more liberal outlook of the state and its educational apparatuses, the difference between public and private institutions matter less in comparison to the neighboring countries. That private universities make up 67 per cent of the total number (73), with the state-run Thammasat University historically being the hotbed of politically radical student movement.

7 Of late Singapore may be an exception, where international recognition for scholarly excellence, enjoys sustained and generous support from the state. However, even here the difference is not fundamental. Critically commenting on Singapore's intellectual culture, John Clammer (2001) notes Singapore's desire to 'keep up' with the track records of the world's leading universities, training in cultural studies has been heftening, but as in neighboring Indonesia, private universities make up 78 per cent of the total number (42) of the state's educational institutions in the Philippines, but due to the generally more liberal outlook of the state and its educational apparatuses, the difference between public and private institutions matter less in comparison to the neighboring countries. That private universities make up 67 per cent of the total number (73), with the state-run Thammasat University historically being the hotbed of politically radical student movement.

8 Of late Singapore may be an exception, where international recognition for scholarly excellence, enjoys sustained and generous support from the state. However, even here the difference is not fundamental. Critically commenting on Singapore's intellectual culture, John Clammer (2001) notes Singapore's desire to 'keep up' with the track records of the world's leading universities, training in cultural studies has been heftening, but as in neighboring Indonesia, private universities make up 78 per cent of the total number (42) of the state's educational institutions in the Philippines, but due to the generally more liberal outlook of the state and its educational apparatuses, the difference between public and private institutions matter less in comparison to the neighboring countries. That private universities make up 67 per cent of the total number (73), with the state-run Thammasat University historically being the hotbed of politically radical student movement.

9 Of late Singapore may be an exception, where international recognition for scholarly excellence, enjoys sustained and generous support from the state. However, even here the difference is not fundamental. Critically commenting on Singapore's intellectual culture, John Clammer (2001) notes Singapore's desire to 'keep up' with the track records of the world's leading universities, training in cultural studies has been heftening, but as in neighboring Indonesia, private universities make up 78 per cent of the total number (42) of the state's educational institutions in the Philippines, but due to the generally more liberal outlook of the state and its educational apparatuses, the difference between public and private institutions matter less in comparison to the neighboring countries. That private universities make up 67 per cent of the total number (73), with the state-run Thammasat University historically being the hotbed of politically radical student movement.

10 Of late Singapore may be an exception, where international recognition for scholarly excellence, enjoys sustained and generous support from the state. However, even here the difference is not fundamental. Critically commenting on Singapore's intellectual culture, John Clammer (2001) notes Singapore's desire to 'keep up' with the track records of the world's leading universities, training in cultural studies has been heftening, but as in neighboring Indonesia, private universities make up 78 per cent of the total number (42) of the state's educational institutions in the Philippines, but due to the generally more liberal outlook of the state and its educational apparatuses, the difference between public and private institutions matter less in comparison to the neighboring countries. That private universities make up 67 per cent of the total number (73), with the state-run Thammasat University historically being the hotbed of politically radical student movement.
no surprise. How would you say ‘subjects’ as opposed to ‘subjecthood’ in Bahasa Indonesia, with full confidence, and no clumsy footnotes? Or say ‘others’ as opposed to ‘othering’, or ‘agent’ and ‘agency’ as opposed to ‘individuals’, ‘persons’, or ‘self’ in that language? Several attempts of Indonesian translation have been made, and their success depends not only on the crafting skills of the translator and their persistence, but also on the audience’s level of familiarity with relevant literature in English.

Third, in many rich and liberal advanced capitalist countries there has been a debate among its practitioners whether cultural studies should seek shelter and anchor within the university structures. A different but related debate has been over its desired relationships with the ‘conventional’ academic disciplines that have been well rooted within the university. In countries like Indonesia, no comparable options exist.

Although individuals or small groups of academics and students have been productive in cultural studies, until recently (and depending on one’s definition of ‘cultural studies’), there has been no place for cultural studies as an independent department, degree program, or research unit within the university for reasons indicated earlier. One would have difficulty imagining Indonesia’s most prestigious scholarly bodies such as LIPI (Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia, ‘Indonesia’s Institute of Sciences) or HIPPI (Himpunan Indonesia untuk Pengembangan Ilmu-Iklim Sosial, ‘Indonesian Association for the Development of the Social Sciences’) to house a special division of cultural studies. Cultural studies usually makes no promise to deliver any utilitarian value, certainly not one that would contribute to the state-sponsored projects as has been the case for nearly all the history of colonial and post-colonial Indonesia.

Common in other Asian neighbors, Indonesia’s social sciences and humanities since about 1970s have not been confined to the university. Two distinct institutions of major importance have complemented the university-based scholarship. The first consists of the recently expanded media industry, and the second is the diverse internationally connected non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in a wide range of activities: social work, civil liberty advocacy, feminist-related, religious-based, art workers and so on.

If Indonesia’s cultural studies finds some sympathy within the poorly-resourced universities, it should feel fortunate. Anything more than that is a miracle. Like its counterparts in rich and advanced capitalist countries, Indonesia’s cultural studies cannot afford to abandon totally its connection with the university network and the authority that accrued from such connection. Unlike its counterparts, Indonesia’s cultural studies cannot grow by relying mainly on the university’s ideological space and material resources. If Indonesia’s cultural studies finds attractive allies within the media and NGOs, the reasons may have to do with their common commitment to the politics of the ordinary, and interest in the study of the politics of mass movements.

The contribution of the media and NGOs to the growth of Indonesia’s cultural studies has surpassed that of the university. Some of the widely disseminated and compelling exchange on the status and character of Indonesia’s cultural studies have taken place in the pages of Bentara (a monthly edition of the daily Kompas), instead of scholarly conferences, academic theses, or academic journals in the country. The articles by Sahal (2000) and Surjianto (2000) are the examples par excellence. Other regular venues for such articles can be found in Media Indonesia and Republika.

Many authors who publish cultural studies articles in the journal Basis, Kalam, and Latitudes have academic credentials or affiliations. Their discourse has an academic ring that is not always accessible to the general public. However, none of these journals is intended to be a peer-reviewed academic journal, and thus the articles published there usually are not a product of a long-term investigation with a rigorous analysis. Recent changes in the Jurnal Antropologi Indonesia may herald the possibility of a new peer-reviewed, Indonesia-based journal that accommodates cultural studies works, though not exclusively so.

New books, mostly a compilation of previously published articles, authored by Indonesians can be regarded to be of relevance to the community. For instance, for a more comprehensive review see Antariksa and Juliastuti (2002).

To conclude this section, let me reiterate some of the specific conditions of Indonesia’s cultural studies. Universities have usually been neither the cradle, nor main home base of cultural studies. Cultural studies in Indonesia need to maintain connection with local and global academic discourses and institutions, but for the most part it has not been nurtured by academic disciplines in the university setting, as has been the case in many advanced industrialized countries. Notwithstanding this, Indonesia’s cultural studies has not been totally orphaned and abandoned. It is growing, thanks to the collaboration with the expansive media industry, increasingly corporatized universities, and political activism of NGOs. All of these offer Indonesia’s cultural studies the kind of opportunities and challenges that are neither wholly strange nor identical to its counterparts elsewhere. All the foregoing has dealt more with constraints than opportunities. Let me bring this discussion to a close in a more optimistic note, by highlighting the opportunities ahead, though they are by no means easy ones.

10 These include Dede Sanatkama, Melani Budinata, Gunawan Mohardis, Ali Swastika and Aya Utani, just to mention a few. I do not attempt any survey here. Please see Antariksa and Juliastuti (2002) for a longer list.
The questions of difference

Cultural studies has made its presence felt in several parts of Asia, and it appears to continue to grow for at least several years to come. Is it purely a historical accident that this happens as the world lost its iconic center of cultural studies in Birmingham? Elsewhere I have analyzed the curious paradox of the decline of Southeast Asian studies in its original centers of excellence (North America, Western Europe, and Australia) precisely at a time when the region has become more vibrant than ever before, and local Southeast Asian studies has just begun to flourish (Heryanto 2002).

I believe it is historically significant that cultural and media studies should have been on the rise as studies of class structure, nation-states, political parties, or modernization have continued to grow for at least several years to come. As the media technology, transport, environment, and economy changed our small world dramatically in the last 50 years or so, can we hope that cultural studies may have offered new insights towards the formulation of new answers? To consider this slightly further, let me point to three specific issues in the contexts of today's Indonesia.

Cultural studies may, perhaps must, take the task of throwing new light on serious public concerns that the old and ill-equipped social sciences have not done so well. For contemporary Indonesia, three issues come immediately to mind, namely (i) political and communal violence; (ii) religion-based politics; and (iii) the recent reverberation in pop cultures. Let me quickly elaborate each of these.

In brilliant theorization of the origin and spread of nationalism, political scientist Benedict Anderson argues that 'deep, horizontal comradeship' of nationalism 'makes it possible, over the past two centuries, for so many millions of people, not so much to kill, as willingly to die for' an imagined community we call 'nation' (1983:16). What his seminal theory has seriously failed to explain is why for the last decade or so no one in Indonesia has been so visibly close to the damming crisis that began in 1997 and 1998, particularly in film production.

A great part of the spread of Indonesia's communal violence has taken an overtly religious overtone. But the recent rise of religion-based politics is not reducible to the violence and vice versa. Social scientists inside and outside Indonesia have appeared to date to fall short of shedding new light on our understanding of the heightened politics of faith. What are the chances for cultural studies in Indonesia to make any difference?

One crucial problem with nearly all variants of cultural studies-worldwide is its notoriously secular bias. The problem is not immediately visible when the studies reflect on and circulates provincially in a secular social space, where religion is segregated as a detachable dimension of life ('postmodernity'?), marked by a set of conditions of life ('postmodernity'?) that produced universities, polities, and economies: originality, authenticity, history, rights. All of these have adversely affected the task of throwing new light on serious public concerns that the old and ill-equipped social sciences have not done so well. For contemporary Indonesia, three issues come immediately to mind, namely (i) political and communal violence; (ii) religion-based politics; and (iii) the recent reverberation in pop cultures.

Let me quickly elaborate each of these.

In brilliant theorization of the origin and spread of nationalism, political scientist Benedict Anderson argues that 'deep, horizontal comradeship' of nationalism 'makes it possible, over the past two centuries, for so many millions of people, not so much to kill, as willingly to die for' an imagined community we call 'nation' (1983:16). What his seminal theory has seriously failed to explain is why for the last decade or so no one in Indonesia has been so visibly close to the damming crisis that began in 1997 and 1998, particularly in film production.

A great part of the spread of Indonesia's communal violence has taken an overtly religious overtone. But the recent rise of religion-based politics is not reducible to the violence and vice versa. Social scientists inside and outside Indonesia have appeared to date to fall short of shedding new light on our understanding of the heightened politics of faith. What are the chances for cultural studies in Indonesia to make any difference?

One crucial problem with nearly all variants of cultural studies-worldwide is its notoriously secular bias. The problem is not immediately visible when the studies reflects on and circulates provincially in a secular social space, where religion is segregated as a detachable segment of life. There is a lot for Indonesia to learn from secular cultural studies, but it cannot to do just that. Most radical perspectives of Western epistemology now in vogue (post-structuralism, post-modernism, cultural studies) have tended to evade, overlook, or dismiss religious-based movements and discourses, despite the credentials enjoyed, and claims made by the former to privilege and celebrate the West's Others, as well as the disadvantaged, subaltern, or minorities (see Stange 1991 and Clammer 2000). Indonesia's cultural studies cannot possibly overlook the omni-discourses of 'the divine' that penetrate every aspect of everyday life. A home-grown response to this situation is called for, not only in Indonesia but Asia more generally.

Finally, the noted reverberation of Indonesian pop cultures. While Indonesia is far from recovery of its damming crisis that began in 1998, its avant garde art and pop cultures have been thriving like never before. This has prompted the question whether there is any connection at all between the two, and seemingly opposite phenomena? When the novel Saman by Ayu Utami (1998), and three years later Supernova by Dewi Lestari, came out many literary critics and students of literature were stunned with sensation (see Hatley 1999; Clark 1999). Attention was initially focused on both female authors as individuals, and on their literary achievements as exceptions. But very soon similar things suddenly burst into the public in a broader scope, making the two novels and novelists less unusual.

Contemporary pop music since 2000 has hit sale figures that would be unimaginable just a few years before. Following over a decade of the demise of Indonesian film industry, and disdain of domestic films for a much longer period, new titles from a new generation of film makers have broken new grounds artistically, and broken records commercially, superseding imported top Hollywood titles of the time (see Grayling 2002, van Heeren 2002). The old sociological study of pop cultures can no longer disparage these developments, but neither can it be expected to deal with them. Can Indonesia's cultural studies make a difference?

Significantly, all these took place in tandem with several features of interest. First, during this short but vibrant period, the number of women who have taken leading roles increases remarkably, particularly in film production. Concomitant to this development is the prominence of gender-related themes in the recent pop cultures (see e.g. Clark 2002). Second, in a remarkable contrast to earlier decades, these activities have not been fully concentrated in Jakarta, although the capital city still dominates. Third, also unprecedented in the history of Indonesia's pop cultures is a period where a robust domestic production and consumption of pop cultures occur in tandem with a great popularity of works...
from other Asian countries. Chinese, Indian, and 
Iranian films and television series have gained 
phenomenal respect along Hong Kong movies, 
Taiwanese pop music, and Japanese comics and 
animation series. One last feature worthy of 
mention is the remarkable popularity of horror 
themes in the new wave of pop cultures (see 
special supplement of Tempo 2003).

The great portion of analysts of contempo-
rary Indonesia both inside, and especially out-
side the country, have failed to take note this 
cultural effervescence, let alone perceive and 
explain its historical significance in the broader 
contexts. Experts on Indonesia, and especially 
from the older generation, have been stuck with 
the old regnant paradigm in the social sciences 
and humanities. They focus their attention on 
Indonesia’s elite corruption, party politics, mass 
poverty and violence. They lament what they 
perceive to be a ‘moral bankruptcy’ of this big 
nation. One wonders the extent to which such 
trend has been responsible for the decline of 
Indonesian studies abroad.

Indonesia’s cultural studies may have better 
chances than its mainstream scholarship to 
make the timely intellectual intervention, but it 
can do so forcefully only when it is adequately 
and critically informed of the insights of classi-
cical social sciences and humanities. This in no 
way suggests any evolutionary or nor hierar-
chical social sciences and humanities. Rather, it proposes that cul-
tural studies should have the benefit to take 
the best of the conventional scholarship and 
go beyond it, rather than repeat the failure of 
such scholarship to consider the merits of its 
significant others.
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